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                              Abstract

   Focal meckanism so}utions ef l652 earthquakes from l918 to 1991 have beeR analyzed
to investigate the tectonic stress field in East Asia. The earthquake generating stress in the

East Asian continent ls attributed to the relative movemeitts of the Pacific, Philippine Sea,

Indo-Australian and Eurasian plates.
   The compressive stress due to the Himalayan collision between the lndo Austrailan ancl

the Eurasian plates cattses P-axes to lie in the NE-SW direction in the broad triangu}ar
region from the Kimalayas to the Baikal region, An identical NW-SE tensile stress field
exists ' in broad region fr"om the Baikal zoRe to the Ryukyu trench due to back arc spreading

and margina} sea formation in the East China andJapan Seas. Strike-slip {'aulting events

dominate in the North China and its surroundings. Tkis may be attributed to the
compressive stress from theJapan trench and the Himalayas, and the tensile stress Åírom the

Ryukyu trench and East China Sea. A compressive stress in a WNW-ESE direction exists
from tke Taiwan col}ision zone to the eastern regioR of southern part of the North-South
Seismic Belt ofChina (NSB) through South China. This may be due to the collision along
the Longitudinal Valley fault in Taiwan and subduction along the Ryukyu trenclt.

i. Xntreduction

    Two famous interplate seismlc belts, i.e., the Mediterranean Sea-Indonesian
seismic zone and the western part of the Circurn-Pacific seismic zone, lie aiong the

margins of Åíast Asia. Moreover, many intraplate seismic zones are distributed
between the tow large interplate seismic belts. Large shallow earthquakes occur
frequently in the continent far away from the plate bundaries. Characteristics of

regional seismicity and focal mechanism solutions in East Asia have been investigated

and reported by TapponR!er and Molnar (l977), Oike (l984), Xu et al. (1989), Xu et

al. (}987) and others. The deep seismic zones in the Japan Sea, the Ryukyu and
Philippine trench, in the eastern margin ofEast Asia, are related to the subduction of

the Pacific and Philippine Sea plates. The subductioR of the western Pacific plate

along the Japan trench infiuences the seismogenic stress of the East Asian continent

(Olke and Huzita, 1988). In addition, the study of focal mechanlsm solutions
indicated that a shear stress field exists over the region from North China to Southwest

Japan through the Korean peninsula (Mikumo and Ishikawa, l987). In and around
the Taiwan region. the col}ision between the Eurasian and Philippine Sea plates
occurs in the eastern coast region aiong a WNVNLESE direction and subductlon in a N-S
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direction occurs in the northeastern sea region offHualian (Xu, l993b : Kao and Chen,

1991).

    Earthquakes occurring within the East Asian continent are almost all shal}ow.

Intermediate depÅíh seismic zones appear only around the ends of Åíhe Himalayan
Mountains. They are the Hindukush-Pamir region in the ceiltral Asla and )v{yanmar
region in the southeast Asia (Chatelain et al., l980, Ni and Barazangi, 1984). The

velocity of relative northward crustal motion is 1.5 cmlyr in and around the Pamir

region and the Altal mountains, as estimated from the measurement of Iocal surface

deformations (Kakkuri and Konttinen, I986). In the Tibetan plateau and the
Tianshan region, the vertical crustal movement due to the coHision between the
Eurasian and Indo-Australian plates is the most obvious characteristlc (Ying et al.,

l986, Valdiya, l98l). The crustal deformation also appears in the Baikal region where
the angular rate ofrotatioR ofEurasian and Amurian plates is about 1.1OÅ~ 10"7 deglyr

estimated from the amount of Baikal opening (Zonenshain and Savostin, l981).
    The geodynamics of seismic activity in North China may be affected by the motion

of the Pacific Ocean p}ate (Shimazaki, 1984) and by the vertical forces from the inner

part of the earth (Zhen et al., 1985). In the continental part of ChiRa, the
seismotectonics and seismic activity are causecl by the collision beÅíween the Indo-

Australian and Eurasian plaÅíes (Molnar and Tapponnier, 1977). They experimentaliy
simulated the evolution of large strike-slip faults in East Asia and suggestecl that the

northward movement of the Indo-Austra}ian plate controlled the Åíectenic stress field in

the East Asian continent (Peltzer and ']rapponnler, l988).

    Moreover, the tensile geotectoRic activity revealed in the Shanxi graben ofChlna,
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the Baikal region and Åíhe higher area ofÅíhe Tibetan plateau ofthe East AsiaR continent.

Although the results of mantle convection modeling indicate that Åíhe tensile stress

caused by the upward mantle convection under the crust might act on the Tibetan
region and the Shanxi graben (Liu, 1978), this is an question not solved why Åíhe

formation of tensile stress field in these regions by the surrounding plate moving.

    In order to clarify the intrapaate stress field, it is necessary to study the dynamic

characterlstics of stress field in East Asia as shown in Fig. I based on mechanism

solutions ofearthquakes. In this paper, characteristics of focal mechanism solutions

and regiona} stress field in East Asia wili be studied at first. Then, some fundamentai

preblems iRvolving the tectonic force system and its relation to stress fields over East

Asia are investigated.

2. Data and Methods of Analyses

    Focal mechanism solutions from l369 shallow earthquakes and 283 intermdiate-

depth and deep earthquakes were used in this study. Solutions partly determined by

Xu et al. (l988, l992, and l993a) referred to the Bulletin of the International

Seismologlcal Center (ISC). CMT solutions for earthquakes with magnitude greater
than 5.0 from I977 to 1987 were also used in this study (for example, Dziewonski et al.,

l983 (a) ancl 1983 (b)).

    The status ofseismogenic stress field iR East Asia was investigaÅíed mainly through

by examining the orlentation of the pr}ncipai stress of compressive axis (P-axis) and

tensi}e axis (T-axis), and the plunges of P- and T-axis of mechanism solutions of

earthquakes. The regional geodynamics was analyzed on the basis of the results
derived from mechanism solutions. In order to understand the relative movement
among piates and the properties ofstress field ofseismic zones, the profiles ofP--axes and

T-axes distribution were used to identify the system ofstress field and regimes ofplate

motion : collision and sttbdilction.

3. Characteristics of Sei$mogenic Stress geield

    The distributions of horizontal projections of P-axes and T-axes of mechanism

solutions of shallow (e-IOe km) earthquakes in the period from l918 to 199e in East

Asia are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively. In order to clarify distribution

characteristies of earthquake faulting types, the earthquakes were classified into three

faulting types. Ifthe piunge angle of P-axis for an earthquake is greater than that ofits

T-axis, and ifit is greater than or equal to 450 , the earthquake is classified as a normal

fauiting type earthquake. IR the same way, if{he plunge angle ofT-axis is greater than

that ofits P-axis, and ifit is greater ;han or equal to 450 , the earthquake is considered a

reverse fault. If both of plunge angles of P- and T-axes are }ess than 450 , the

earthquake is classified as a strike-slip fault. The distribution for the normal, reverse

and the strike-siip faulting type events is shown IB Fig. 4.
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3.1. From the Himalayan Collision Zone to the Baikal Zone
    Based on the epicentral distribution and the characteristics ofstress field, a broad

sctive seismic region seems to be confirmed (Fig. 2, Fig. 3 alld Fig. 4), from the

Himalayan mountains to the Baikal lake. It includes the Tibetan platan, the Tianshan

mountains and the AItay mountains located in its northwestem boundary, and the
western region of the southern parÅí of the North-South Seismic Belt of China (NSB) in

its eastern boundary. Many earthquakes occur in this broad triangle-shepe region.

The Himalayan mountains extend from the Hindukush-Pamir region to the Myanmar
region over thousands kilometers a}ong the boundary between the Eurasian and the
Indo-Australian plates. Earthguakes occurring in the region from the Himalayas to

the Baikal generally are shallow crustal ones. In the Hindukush-Pamir and Myanmar

regions, however, intermediate depth earthquakes occur.

    In the Himalayan mountains, most of P-axes of focal mechanism soiutions are
oriented NE-SW or NNE-SSW and almost perpendicular to the Himalayan arc (Fig. 2).

T-axes are along this arc as shown in Fig. 3 ln the wide triangie-shape region from the

Himalayan mountains Åío the Baikal region, most ofhorizontal projections of P-axes are

in the NE-SW direction. Especially, in the Tibetan plateau and the western region of

the NSB, P-axes show identical distributlon in the NE-SW direction. IÅí is consistent

with that iR Himalayan mountains (Fig. 2).

    In the western intermediate-depth seismic zone of the Pamir-Hindukush plateau

and South Tianshan regioBs, P-axes of shallow earthquakes are in the NNW-SSE
diection. P-axes, however, are in the NE-SW direction in the Kashmir and Hima}ayan
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       Fig. 5. Epicentyai distribution of earthquakes in tke Nindukush-Pamir region.
             Profi}e along AB line is shown in Fig. 6.

regions located in the east to the intermediate-depth seismic zone. T-axes have small

horizontal components in the NE-SW clirectioR in the former two regions. T-axes

horizonatlly Iie in the NW-SE directioR in the Kaskmir region. Fig. 6 shows the
longitudiRal profiles ofP- and T-axes a}ong AB line in Fig. 5. P-axes oriellt ln the N-S

direction alsong the intermediate depth seismic segmeRt and T-axes are perpendlculay

to sinking intermediate depth seismic segmekt.

    In the Myanmar region, P-axes ef focal mechanism solutions are dominantly iR the

NE-SW direction. Fig. 7(b) shows the pyofies of P- and T-axes in the intermediate-

depth seismic zone along the AB }ine Fig. 7(a). As skown ln Fig. 7(b), a Benioff zone

near E-W directioR reveals there down to l48 km deep. Its dip angle is about 4eO.

Almost T-axes are a}ong the down-dip direction and P-axes are perpendicuiar to Åíhe

down-dip diyection, which are simllar to that in the Hindukush-Pamir inÅíermediate-

depth seismic zone.
    Fig. 8 shows the epicentral distribution ofearÅíhquakes !n the western region ofEast

Asia. r]rhree vertical profiles ofP- and T-axes a}ong lines AB, CD and EF in Fig. 8 are

shown in Fig. 9(a), (b) and (c), which are from the Hindukush-Pamir regiQn, the central

part of Himalaya and the southernend of the NSB Åío the Baikal regioR, respectively.

Many earthqllakes occur in the zone from the H!ndttkush-Pamir to the Baikal region

through the Tianshan and the Altay mountains. It is called the Hindttkush-Baikal

seismic zone here. P-axes are oriented NW-SE or NE-SW in the Hindukush-Baikal
region. As shown in Fig. 9(a), P-axes ofshallow earthquakes are perallel to surface in

the region from the Hindukush to the Eastern Sayan rnountains in Russia.
CorrespoReingly, [l]-axes are perpendiclar to the surface there. The verticai
component of ?-axes increases gradua}ly passing the Sayan mountain and P-axes tum
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 ( lv)

) and T-axes (b) in the Hindukush -Pamir region

to perpendicular to the surface in the Baikal region. The horizontal component of T-

axes increases gradually and T-axes turn to parallel to the surface in the Baikal region.

Fig. 9(b) shows Åíhat in the Himalayan arc, P-axes are parallel and T-axes are
perpendicular to the surface, which are characteristics of the collision zones. P-axes
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tum to perpelldicular to surface and T-axes turn to parailel to the surface in the central

area ofthe Tibetan plateau, which forms a normal faulting type selsmic zone there. In

the region Åío northeast of the Tibetan plateau, P-axes are parallel and T-axes are

perpend;culay to the surface. It shows that the compressive and tensile stress control

the regional features from the central part of the Himalayan arc to the Baikal region,

alÅíernately. Fig. 9(c) shows the profile oÅídistributions ofP-and [r-axes along EF lifie

in Fing. 8. It indicates that the compressive and tensile stresses control sÅíress fie}d and

the strike--slip type earthqyakes occur in the NSB.

    Many reverse faulting type events occur in the boundary regions around the
Tibetan plateau, expect in the southern part of the NTBS (Fig. 10). Most of
earthquakes in the high area ofthe Tibetan plateau are normal fault oy the combinatioR

ofnorma} and strike-slip faulting type as shown in Fig. 10. Fig. 3 and Fig. 10 show that

the tensile stress ln the E-W or WNW-ÅíSE direction dominate the seismo-tectonics IR

the high area ofthe [ribetan piateau. The orientations ofP-axes iR the western region

of southern part of the NSB are mainly in the N-S or NE-SW directions and the P-axes

in the eastern regioB are in the NW-SE direction. Events there are causecl by strike

slip faults.

    Reverse and strike-slip faulting type events occur in the northern region to the

Tibetan piateau. The compressive stress in near N-S and NE-SW control the
earthquake geRerating stress field as same as that in the Himalayan mountains.
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3.2. paoma the Baikal Zone to the Ryeekpm Trench
    A characteristic for stress field in East Asia as shown in Fig. 3 is that lr-axes are

oriented NW-SE in the wide region between the Baikal lake and Ryukyu trench through

the North China and East ChiRa Sea. It implies that a tensile stress 6eld exists in this

broad region with width of thousands kilometers.
    Fig. 1 l shows the distribution of the normal, reveyse and strike-slip faulting events

(g--100km) in the Ryukyu trench. Most of reverse Åíaultlng events distributed a}ong

the Ryukyu trench. The compressive axes in the NW-SE dlrection are dominant in the

Ryukyu arc regioR. Strike-slip and normal faultin events occur in the back-arc region

and normal faulting events occur in the before-arc region.
    Epicentral distribution ofearthquakes in the eastern re.crioit ofEast Asia is showR in

Fig. 12. Fig. }3 shows the profile distributions of ?- and T-axes aloRg Llne AB from

the Ryukyu trench to the Baikal region as shown in F2.cr. I2. It indicates that T-axes

are parallel to the surface from the back-arc of the Ryukyu trench to the Baikal region

and a consistent tensile stress field exists there. P-ax.es are perpendicular to the surface

in the Balkal region (as an normal faulÅíing seismic zone) aRd partly in the North China

as shown in Fig. 13. The tensile stress field exists there.

    Ilt the NVesterR Pacific se2smic belt, P-axes mechanism solution of earthquakes in

SouthwestJapan (a continental seismic zoRe) are quite consistent wlth those inJapan

trench (a interplate seisinic zone). They are main}y in the E-W or WNW-ESE
direction. P-axes are oriented NÅí-SW or ENE-WSW in North China. P-axes are
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roughly in concord in the region between the Japan trench and North China through

the Korean peninsula. The consisten compressive stress field seems to superposed on

the }arge scale of homgeneous tensiie stress field. SÅírike-slip faulting events

predominate in Mongolia, North China, East China and the Korean penisula.

3.3. From Taiwan Collision Zone to the Southern Part of the NSB
    This region is from the collision zone along the eastem coast in Taiwan to the

eastern region of the southern part of the NSB through South China.

    In the Taiwan and Luzon regions, P-axes ofearthquake mechanism soiutions are
oriented NW-SE with small plunge angles. The occurrence ofevents in this region is

dominated by the compressive force in the WNW-ESE direction. Most of earth-
quakes occur there as reverse fault. In the northeastern area off Taiwan, P-axes of

mechanism solutions of shallow earthquakcs are near vertical direction and T-axes are

oriented N-S. The tensile stress is principal aiid many normal faulting events occur

there. The difference of subregional characteristice indicate that the seismo-tectonic

condition is complex in the Taiwan region.
    The seismic activity is low in South China. Only a few events concentrate in the

Southeastem Coast seismic zone of China, whose P-axes are approximately oriented
WNW-ESE. In the eastern region of the southen part of the NSB, P- and T-axes oÅí

mechamism solutions approximate those in South China where the former and the
iatter are oriented NW-SE and NE-SW, respectively (Fig. 2 aRd Fig. 3).
    On the whoie, P-axes ofmechanism solutions approximate the NW-SE direction in

the wide region from the Taiwan collision zone to the eastern region of the southern part

of the NSB through South China. It irritplies that a compressive stress in the NW-SE

direction contrls the seismicity in this region, although the reverse fault in the Taiwan
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collision zone and the Philippine Sea {rench changes into the sÅírike-slip fault in South

China and the southern part of the NSB.

4. kisÅíexssgegR

    According to the mechanism solutiens, the relative movements between the ?acific

Ocean, Phi}ippine Sea, lndo-Australian plates and the Eurasian plate not only control

the genesis ofinterplate earthquales, but also control those of Åíhe intraplate earthquakes

in the coRtinent of East Asia. Some regional characterisÅíics ofseismogenic stress filed

in the inner part ofEast Asian continent may be attrlby{ed Åío the relative movemenÅís of

the cr"stal blocks.

4.i. Censistent CengPressien.from the ffimesgapuesn Coggision Zone to the Baikal Zone

    The consistent compresslve force derived from tke directioBs of P-axes oÅí foeal

meehanism solutions is predominately iB tke NE-SW or the NNE-SSW direction over
the wide region frem the Himalayan collision zone to the Baika}. Such a seismogenic

stress field may strongly be attribuÅíed to the collision activity aÅí the boundary between

the Indo-Agstralian and Eurasian plates.

    :E"he lndo-Australian pltate is moving towards the Eurasian plate at rate of 4.5

cm/yr and cattses tke compressive stress in the NTNE--SSW or the NE-SW direction in

the Hlma}ayas (MinsÅírer et al., l974). The Indian peninsular encouRtered with the

EurasiaR iandmass during the MioceRe and the Pliocene periocls (Deway and Bird,
l97e). The tectenic force from the collision causes the shallow block to the north ofthe

Kimalayas to uprise. It has created ffimalayan orogeRic movements and the high
TlbetaR plateaa since the period ofLate Cellozoic (30 Ma ago). This compressioB has

infiuenced over the Tianshan mountains and the west Mongolia regioR (Otsuki, I985).

rl"he crusta} deformaÅíion in this wide region is very conspicttous. P-axes of focal

mechanism soluÅíions obtained in this study are perpendion}ar to the Himalayafi arc and

lr-axes are alofig Åíhis arc in al} sections (Fig. 2, Fig. 3). The strong northward

moovement of the Indo-Australian plate towards the Eurasian p}ate causes the
distribution ofthe compressive stress field in Åíhe NE-SW direction from the Himaiayan

coilision zone to the Baikal region througk West China.
    The direction ofcompressive stress in the front ofintermediate-depth earthquake

zoBe uilder the easÅíern Hindukush regionin the Hindukush-Pamir region (Fig. 5 aRd
Fig. 6) is 174" near N--S direction. This direction approximates that of relative

movemeitt Åíhere between two plates. Based oR distributions ofearthquakes and stress

faeld along intermedite-depth seismic zone, it can tkougth that the IRdo-•Australian

plate subducts beneath the Eurasian p}ate there. A down-dip tensile stress field exists

withiR the slab where P-axes are perpendicular to the slab and {"-axes are parallel to

the dip direction ofthe s}ab. The compression with the N-S direction in the slab and

the lateral ejection in the crust can be aÅítributed to the northward subduction. The

subductiRg slab wedges into the continent, which leads the lateya} ejection of P-axes of

shallow crusÅíal earÅíhquakes. P-axes turn Åío NNW-SSE direction in the westem
Hindukush, the Pamir aRd the South ll]ianshan region }ocated to the north and west of
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the subcluction zone, and ?-axes turn to the NE-SW direcÅíion in the western Himaiayan

and Kashmir regiens located to the east of the subduction zone (Xu et al., l992).

    In the Myanmar region, the plate motion of the lndian peninsular changed its
direction from NE-SW in the central segment ofthe Himalayas to near E-W here. The

Indo-Australian p}ate subducts beneath the East Asian continent and creates the down-

dip tensile stress field acted on the slab like that in the Hindukush -Pamir region (Fig. 7)

(Verma amd Kumar, 1987, Chen and Molnar, 1990).
    Reverse faulting type events occur in the Himalayas, Tianshan, Altay and the

Eastern SayaR mountains which are located on the northwestern ancl southem
boundaries of the large triangle-shape region. Strike-slip faultlng events occur in the

southern part of the NSB of its easter'n boundary (Fig. 4).

    Normal faulting events occur in the high Tibetan plateau, in which the crustal

thickness are more {han 68 km and the Bouguer anoma}y is -50e mgal (Feng, l985).
Such special geographic characteristics ofhigh Tibetan plateau may be correlated to the

normal fault events occur here. The weigÅí ofhigh plateatt and the buoyancy acting on

the bottom of the crust from mantle create an additiona} verticai compressive stress.

When the vertical stress becomes greater than the maximum horizontal compressive
stress in near N-S direction due to the collsison at the Himalayas, the relaxation of

topography or the thinning ofcrust with normal faulting occur. Extensional geological

tectonic activities such as the extensiona} crevices (Molnar and Tapponnier, l987) and

the extensionai (N-S) graben called as "boudinage structure" in the Tibetan plateau

(Froidevaux and Ricard, l987) are consistent with the results in this study. On the

other vlewpoint, in the northern margin of the normal faulting zone, a volcanic eruption

took place at the south Yutian county ofXinjiang province on October 27, 1951 (Tong

et al., l982). Volcanic eruption is related to the upward mantle cenvection. The

upward movement of mantle convection can aiso generate the large tensile stress.
    Only the horizontal compressive forces act in the lower places surrounding the high

plateau. Therefore, the reverse and strike-slip faulting earthquakes occur in its

surroundings. In the region north to the Qilian mountains and Mongolia, the reverse

faulting or strike-slip faulting events with compressive forces near N--S to NE-SW

direction dominate the earÅíhquake generating stress. It indicates that this wide area is

compressed by the neighboring southern crustal blocks. In the northern margins of

the Chaidamu Basin and the Tarim Basin, P-axes of solutions are in the NW-SE
direction and T-axes are in the E-W direction. It may be because that many
microplates exist there.

    The profiles of distribution of P- and T-axes along a long seisimc belt from
Hindukush-Pamir re.qioR to the Baikal region through the Tianshan, Altay mountains

and West Mongolia show the change and attenuation ofthe compressive stress with the

distance far away from the Himalayan collision zone (Fig. 8, Fig. 9(a)). The strong

compressive force from the Himalayan collision zone controls the regional features from

the Himalayas to the Eastem Sayan mountains in Russia. In the region from the
Eastem Sayan mountaiRs to the Baikal lake, however, the compressive stress is
attenuated and the tensile stress is dominant there. Such systematic changes ofP- and

T-axes indicate that the crusta} stress field changes regularly from dominatien of
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compression to domination of extension in the seismic zone of the Hindukush-Baikal.

The domination of the compressive stress alternates with that of the tensile stress in the

profile dlstrbutions along CD line (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9(b)). It can be attributed to the

opening Tibetan plate and the Baikal. In the large triangle-shape region, the streng

compressive stress field from the Himalayan collision zone exists in the Himalayan arc

and the western boundary i.e. the seismic zone ofthe ffindukush-Baikal. The sÅírong

compressive stress becomes weak from west to east. in the eastern boundary i.e.the

NSB, the compressive stress and the tensile stress together control the seismic activity,

as showfi in profile a}ong EF line (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9(c)). So strike-slip faulting events

dominatly occur.

4.2. Consistent Eectension .frem Baikag Zone to the Rpuukpuu Trench

    T-axes are almosÅí consisÅíently in the NW-SE direction in the region from the
Baikal zone to Ryttkyu trench. Such a consistent tensile stress fieid in this broad region

may be attributed to spreading activities in the back arc regions ofthe Ryukyu trench,

East China Sea and JapaR Sea due to the subduction of the phi}ippine Sea piate and the

Pacifac OceaR plate.

    Philipp!ne Sea plate is moving northwestward at the rate of 7.0cm/yy in the

Ryukyu trench (Seno, 1977). Since Quatemary, the extens2onal stress direction has

been perpeRdicular to the Ryukyu trench. [E"he crustal extensions occur in the NNW-

SSE direction takiRg the trough as an axis in the southern Okinawa trough (Furukawa,

l991). These results are consistent with those in this study that the trough is {he

normal faulting seismic zone. Moreover, the expansion occ.urs in theJaapn Sea and

the East China Sea making marginal seas. It may be because that the mantle
convection due to the slab motioxx generates the tensile stress (Toksoz and Hsul, 1978).

On the other hand, perhaps, the compression from subducÅíion and the resistance due to

the molten slab generated tensile stress over the slab as large as l,eOO bays (Ida, 1978).

The tensile stress can cause the crustal expansion to form the marginal sea llkeJapan

Sea and East China Sea. [[rhe function of the subduction perhaps extends into the

continent. The volcallo ctivities in the Rortheastem region efChina are related to the

subduction from theJapan trench, too. It implies that {he mantle convection occurs

under the crust of the northeastem region of China.
    Such a tensile stress field contributes to the eccurenee of the strike-s{ip faulting
                                                           ,events in the broad region, and the normal faulting events in Baikal. It may
contributes also to the Baika} opening in the NW- SE direction. The southeastward

moving influenced over the tectonic crustal motions and the seismogenic stress field in

the Amurian b}ock and Noi-th China block (ZonenshaiR and Savostin, 1981).
    The westward compression inJapan Is}and due to Åíhe subduction has begun since

Quaternary (Ma, 1986). The compression from subductions ofthe Pacific Ocean plate

in the western part of Circum-Pacific seismic belt and the Philippine Sea p}ate iB the

Ryukyu trench have infiuenced the tectenic motions and the seismic activity in the

Amurian block, North China, Korean peninsula and the Wide sea region between
China and Japan too. It generates compressive component ofseismogenic stress fieid

in those regions. The horizontal stress difference between the compression due to the
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subductions and the tensile due to the spreading in the back arc and marginai sea cause

many iarge strike-slip faulting earthquakes in the regions of the East Asian continent,

for example, the 1976 M7.8 Tangshan earthquake occurred in the North China.
Crustal movement there mainly causes strike-siip faulÅís.

4.3. ConsistentComPressionfromTaiwanCollsionZonetotheEasternRegionofthe
     Southern Part-of the NSB
  Based oB the earthquake mechanism solutloRs, it can be derived that a consistent

compressive stress fieid in the WNW-ESE or in the NW-SE direction exists from the

Taiwan coilision zone to the eastem region of the southern part of the NSB through

South China.
    The Philippine Sea plate tums the motiofi from subduction along the Ryukyu
Åírench into the collision along the I.ongitudinal Va}ley Fault in the eastern coast region

ofTaiwan (Xu, 1993b, Barrier and Angelier, 1986). The strong collision has caused

the violent orogenic movement. The mountains in the central part ofTaiwan uplift as

high as 3952m. The eastem coast region in Taiwan has risen at the rate 5mm/yr
(Ma, l986). The average direction of P-axes in the central and southern region of

Taiwan almost was consistent with the WNW-ESE direction of relative movement
between the Philippine Sea and the Eurasian plates (Lin et al., l985). Many reverse

faulting events occur in the southeastem region of Taiwan and their P-axes ncarly are

perpendicular to the Coastal Range as a typical co}lision zone.

    South China block is a stable geological structural biock. Only a few strike slip

faulting earthquakes occur there, whose P-axes are in the NW-SE direction. [lrhey

coincide well with those in the east and west vicinities,Talwan collision zone and the

eastern region of the southern part of the NSB. Seismicity in the South China is
related to the relative movement of Phi}ippine Sea plate, like seismicity in the Taiwan

and the Philippine Sea regions (Oike, 1991). The co}lision in Taiwan region has
infiuenced the tectonic movement ofthe South China block ever the Taiwan straits (Xu,

1993a). It may cause ?-axes in South China to be in the NW-SE direction, coinciding

with those in the Taiwan collisioll zone.

    Earthquakes in [lraiwan collision zone are intetplate ones, and they are caused by

relative plate movement. Therefore, the earthquake generating sÅíress in South China

is possibly caused by Åíhe transmission of tectonic forces from the subduction of the

Philippine Sea plate along the Ryukyu trench and the coll2sion beteen the Philippine

Sea and the Eurasian plates at Iraiwan island.

    The South China block encounters the Tibetan plateau with northeastward
movement in the southern part of the NSB. It reduces the rate of the eastward
movement of the llribetan block. The average directions of P-axes in the western and

eastern regions of the seuthern part of the NSB are oriented NE-SW and NW-SE,
respectively (Xu, l993a). It suggests on the view of geodynamics, that the
seismogenetic sÅíress field in the eastern region ofthe southern part of the NSB is same as

its east vicinity, i.e. South china, atributed to the tectonic force originating from the

movemenÅí of the Philippine Sea plaÅíe in the Taiwan region and Åíhe Ryukyu trench.
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5. Conclusions

    The geedynamic characteristics of seismogenic stress field in East Asia can be

concluded as foliows and shown in Fig. 14.
    I) Earthquake generating stress field in the East Asian eontinent is attribttÅíed to

the relative movements of the Pacific Ocean, Philippine Sea, Indo-Australian and the

Eurasian plates. The tecÅíonic force due to the relative movements of plates arognd

East Asia transmitted in the Asian continent as the compressive or tensile stress, they

caused varied earÅíhquakes with the geological background condltions. The regional

stress field and the earthquake faulting types are complicated owing to the relative

movements among many crustal blocks.
    2) The compressive stress field due to the }Iimalayan collision between the Indo

Australian and Eurasian plates causes P-axes to lie in the NE-SW direction in broad

region from the Himalayas to the Baikal lake consistentiy.

    Reverse faulting events occur along the boundaries of this large triang}e-shape

region except in the east. The compression becomes weak with the distance from the

collision zones away and the strike--slip faulting type events predominate in other

continental region. The 5km high Tibetan plateau is a region of normal faulting.
This may be caused by the additional vertical stress field due to Åíhe weight of high

plateau and Åíhe buoyancy of the lower crust.

    3) An identica} NX4i-SE tensile stress field exists in broad region from the Baikal

zone te the Ryukyu trefich through Noth China due {e back-arc spreading and marginal
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sea formation in the East Chlna and Japan Seas.
    4) Strike-slip faulting events dominate in North China and its surroundings.
This may be attributed to the compressive stress from theJapan trench and Himalayas,

and the tensile sÅíress from the Ryukyu trench and East China Sea.
    5) An compressive stress in a NW-SE direction exists from the Taiwan col}ision

zone to Åíhe eastern region ofthe southern part ofthe NSB through South China. This

is attributed to the col}ision along the Longitudinal Valley fault in Taiwan and the

subduction aiong the Ryukyu trench between the Philippine Sea and Eurasian plates.
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